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Civilization invented! Student Guide

Student notes:   I. What were the first civilizations like?

A. ________________________ explains why civilizations came

into existence, thrive, and collapse

B. Some characteristics of Civilizations

1. ________

2. ________

3. ________

4. ________

5. ________

6. ____________________

7. ____________________

8. ________

C. The first seven civilizations, plus one 

All seven arose from ____________________

1. ________________ (________–________)

    Two relevant terms:

C__________________________

F__________________________

a. Cause:

b. The Mesopotamians invented ____________, on

clay, using a _________ to make the indentations

c. The first surviving written code was issued by

King ____________.

2. __________ (           -           )

a. Cause: __________________

c. The Egyptians wrote on ____________

3. __________(      -      ) and the following __________

a. The __________ invasion

b. ______________ to keep invaders on top

1) ____________ the top caste

2) The ____________ (also called

___________, _____________)

c. English (and Sanskrit) are members of the

______________ language family

3a. ________________ (             -                      )

a. Causes (challenges): 

1)
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2)

b. Hinduism: the characteristic religion of India

1) _____________

2) _____________

3) _____________

4) _____________

a) early:

_________________________________

__________________________________

________________________________

b) later:___________________________

__________________________________

________________________________

c. Buddhism 

1) founder:_______________(                      ) 

2) main issue addressed:________________,

which

is caused by ____________________

3) how to solve this problem ______________

__________, which leads to ______________

_________.

4. Chinese (ca. 2000 BC-the present)

a. Challenge:_______________________

b. Some dynasties

1) _______

2) _______

3) _______ (or _________)

4)_______  (or _________)

a. Joined parts of this together:

__________ _____________

b. ___________________

c. Religion and Ideas

1) the teachings of _______________: duty to

____________________ 

[Confucius ___________]

2) the teachings of __________ (or, ________ 

_____________): _______________________  
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[Lao-tzu _____________]

3) Civil Service (and _____________)

4) the importation of _____________

d. Artifacts and Inventions

1) _____________

2) _____________   

3) __________________

4) _____________

5) _____________

6) _____________

5. Cretan

a. The challenge: ____________________________

b. The response: ____________________________

1) unfortified “palaces” 

2) advanced plumbing

3) “The game”: ____________/

    the legend: __________________________ 

c. The Mycenaeans were a _____________________ 

1) eventually they succeed the “mother” land

d. Decline

1) _________________

2) _________________

3) _________________

4) _________________ 

6. __________________ (or, ________________)  

(ca. _______________)

(Classical period: AD 300-600)

a. Challenge: ______________________________

b. response: _______________________________

c. some characteristics
1) no draft animals, therefore no perceived use for the

wheel

2) maize (called ________ in the Americas) a primary food

3) other indigenous plants include ____________.

____________. ______________

4) cotton (which is also grown in the old world)

d. some major empires

1) _____________ (_______-________)

a) major urban centers:

________________ (to ca. 900 BC), and
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afterwards, at __________ and

______________
b) practiced human sacrifice (maybe), developed

concept of zero
c) carved giant stone heads at La Venta 
d) earliest Mesoamerican writing found at Tres

Zapotes
e) metal-working unknown
f) a system of _________ was the Olmecs

greatest invention (later perfected by the
Mayans) 

g) cause of decline unknown–perhaps climate
change.

2) ____________ (____________________)

a) flourished between AD 300 and 900 

b) major urban centers: Nakbe and ____

__________, ______ (principal Mayan

ceremonial center), Palenque, Copán,

Calakmul, _______________

c) only fully developed

_________________ in Mesoamerica

d) cause of collapse unknown

3) _________________ (200 BC-AD 500s)

a) _________________, AD 50, which,

along with the Pyramid of the Moon, are

two of the three largest Mesoamerican

structures.

b) destroyed (by invaders?) about AD

600

4) ________________ (______-______)

a) in the Valley of Mexico

 b) major urban centers: Tula,

______________ occupied and rebuilt by

Toltec leader Quetzalcoatl

5) __________ (__________) 

(_______-______)

a) capital: ______________, on Lake

Texcoco

b) expanded the area of Tenochtitlán by

slowly adding islands, carrying dirt
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from the mainland. They were

called ________________, and

allowed more food to be grown in

safety.

c) Like other Mesoamericans, the Aztecs

practiced human sacrifice.

d) Critical event from the outside: the

__________________________________

_____________________

e) destroyed by Spanish conquistadores

under ___________, 1519

1) Beside weapons, the Spanish

brought European _________,

which killed about ____% of the

New World population in the next

century, although pockets of

Indians were not reached until

later.

2) Beside germs, Europeans

brought Old World

______________________, and

took back to Europe New World

foods and animals. The result is

often referred to as the Columbian

Exchange.

 REVIEW: Mesoamerican cultures and their cities:

Culture: Associated urban center(s):

Olmec

Mayan

Toltec

Aztecs

7. ____________________ (or, ________) 

(________-_______)

a.

Challenge:___________________________________ 

   ___________________

b. Dating of events for South American Civilization is

far  _____________________ for Mesoamerican

Civilization. 
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c. Some characteristics

1) The llama was domesticated as a pack

animal and a source of wool.

d. Some empires

1) __________ (________-________)

a) location: foothills of the Andes in

central Peru

2) ________ (________-_______)

a) built giant drawings in the desert

3) ________ (also, Mochica) 

(________-_______)

a) location: southern highlands

b) urban center: Sipan

4) __________ (or Tihuanáco)  

(______-______)

a) Located around Lake ___________

b) Grew potatoes on raised shelves of

dirt called ______________. Spaces

between these “islands” formed canals,

which not only irrigated the adjacent

fields, but transmitted heat absorbed

during the hot days to the land during

the cold nights.

c) Worked extensively with copper.

5) __________ (_____-_____)

a) location: north coast of the region

(where the Moche had been)

b) capital: Chan Chan

c) worshiped the moon and saw the sun

as a destroyer

6) _________ (________-_____)

a) Built 1000s of miles of narrow roads

suitable for pack animals and walking

humans.
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b) Inca stonework was ______________.

c) major urban centers: __________

(capital), ____________  

d) conquered by conquistadores led by

__________, starting in 1521.

 II. What did civilizations mean to cultures remaining primitive?

A. Neighboring primitive cultures were ______________.

B. Neighboring primitive cultures were ______________.

C. Neighboring primitive cultures were ______________.

 III. What place do primitive cultures hold in the world today?

All surviving current primitive cultures are _____________.

 REVIEW:

 The two first civilized cultures of the New World were

Mesoamerican:______________, South   

American:________________

 The two biggest cultures of the pre-Columbian New World were

Mesoamerican:______________, South  

American:________________
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